
CSUF PD Training Submission Form (LIVE)

Training Title Training Description Objective of Training
Does this training
align with DEI
practices?

329 ACT refresher / Use of
Force Case Law

Practical application of weaponless defense & case law update Remain updated on case law and techniques Yes

330

Data Security and FERPA This course explains the importance of keeping private data secure,
and provides steps that employees can take to maintain the security
and confidentiality of private information.

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) guarantees both the confidentiality
of students’ education records and students’ right of access to their own records. Colleges
and universities provide access to protected student information to employees, instructors,
administrative staff, and others. All of these must understand what FERPA requires and what
it forbids.

No

332 Campus Health and Safety
Requirements

To understand the importance of maintaining a safe and healthy
environment.

To ensure proper protocols are followed for the safety of all who go to school, work, or visit
CSUF.

No

333
General Order 8-4: Active
Shooter/Terrorism

The G.O. goes over active shooter and terrorism response by
Officers.

Officers discussed the responsibility of a contact team, rescue team, and final clearing team
during an active shooter incident. We discussed tactics and procedures on how to respond to
an active shooter call.

No

334
L.A. approves Office of
Unarmed Response
framework to provide
alternative 911 responses

Review article discussing L.A. approves Office of Unarmed
Response framework to provide alternative 911 responses

Stay update on current law enforcement trends Yes

335
Recent Case Law on
Officers Prolonging Traffic
Stops with Reasonable
Suspicion.

Officers discussed United States vs Williams and the officers ability
to prolong a traffic stop, as long as the officer has facts to support the
detention and are continuing to uncover facts and circumstances
related to the stop.

Object of the training is to teach officers thata traffic stop can be prolonged based on the facts
and circumstances presented at the time of the stop.

Yes

336
Ex Deputy from San
Bernardino speaks out about
attacker being found not
guilty

Training discussed tactics of incident and how the situation could
have been handled better.

To discuss officer safety and safe tactics when dealing with mental health individuals. Yes

337
Duty to Intercede Training discussed the ex-Colorado officer fired for not attempting to

stop her partner from striking a subject who was already on the
ground and not resisting.

To express the importance of teaching officers to intervein when another officer is doing
something egregious in the performance of their duties.

Yes

338 General Order 1-3 Review General Order 1-3 Maintain knowledge on policy & procedure Yes

339
Kan. police department
temporarily drops aptitude
test for police officers amid
recruiting slump

Review article on Kan. police department temporarily drops aptitude
test for police officers amid recruiting slump

Stay up to date on law enforcement news and trends Yes

340

New Court Decision that
Creates California
Precedent for Online
Research to Establish Value
in Theft Cases

Shift discussed the reasonable and fair market value being the test to
determine the value of property in theft offenses.

Shift discussed the reasonable and fair market value being the test to determine the value of
property in theft offenses. Case Peo vs Romanowski was discussed, as well as the thorough
investigation which held the suspects accountable.

Yes

341

Insist Upon Rookie
Excellence Agency
leadership needs to trust the
judgment of training
personnel and deal with
small problems before they
become big ones

Review video titled "Insist Upon Rookie Excellence -
Agency leadership needs to trust the judgment of training personnel
and deal with small problems before they become big ones"

Know and understand the importance of hiring quality candidates and not lowering standards,
because the community deserves the best

Yes

342
Calf. governor proposes
rolling back access to police
misconduct records

Review article on Calf. governor proposes rolling back access to
police misconduct records The proposal would end public disclosure
of investigations and decertification of police officers, handing the
responsibility to local agencies instead

Stay updated on law enforcement related issues Yes

349
Everbridge Suite Basic
Message Sender Training
for Incidents

The training reviewed the basic steps to sending incidents through
Everbridge, touched on language translation, and how to send an
incident

The objective of the training was to provide basic knowledge to participants on how to notify
the community of emergency situations which include multiple follow-up options.

No
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